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ABSTRACT 
As the military continues to expand its use of intelligent agents in a variety of 
operational aspects, event prediction and learning algorithms are becoming more and 
more important.  In this paper, we conduct a detailed analysis of two such algorithms: 
Variable Order Markov and Look-Up Table models.  Each model employs different 
parameters for prediction, and this study attempts to determine which model is more 
accurate in its prediction and why.  We find the models contrast in that the Variable 
Order Markov Model increases its average prediction probability, our primary 
performance measure, with increased maximum model order, while the Look-Up Table 
Model decreases average prediction probability with increased recency time threshold.  In 
addition, statistical tests of results of each model indicate a consistency in each model’s 
prediction capabilities, and most of the variation in the results could be explained by 
model parameters. 
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Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig in their book, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern 
Approach, define an agent as “anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment 
through sensors and acting upon that environment.” [1] This definition is quite broad, 
though, as there are numerous types of agents each with their own set of characteristics.  
Agents of all types have a wide range of applications, especially within the Department 
of Defense.  The military uses agents on complex combat models and simulations, 
numerous operational systems, and simple internet-based intelligent training systems. 
One specific type of agent is an autonomous, intelligent, utility-based agent.  The 
characteristics of said agents are described in Nikola Kasabov’s book Foundations of 
Neural Networks, Fuzzy Systems and Knowledge Engineering.  Because the agent is both 
intelligent and autonomous it takes independent actions rather than actions from fixed 
knowledge bases or pre-set rules and it will adapt to changes in its environment.  This 
adaptation will take place in real-time as the agent learns the nuances of the environment 
in which it is operating.  In addition to these characteristics, the agent must be able to 
analyze itself and its behavior, as its primary goal is to maximize its utility.  In many 
cases, this “goodness” can correspond to the agent’s ability to learn its environment.  [2] 
In this work, we study the characteristics of autonomous, intelligent, utility-based 
agents which are important because it is the type of agent making predictions in this 
study.  The agent attempts to predict events in the environment of a role-playing game.  
The environment consists of 19 different locations as well as different weapons and 
monsters.  The protagonist of the game explores the environment, fights the monsters, 
and collects different weapons.  Actions, events, and sensations that take place in the 
environment are then passed to the agent. 
When the intelligent agent receives percepts corresponding to the actions, events, 
and sensations that have transpired in the environment, predictions are made.  The agent 
attempts to predict the next percept in the sequence using one of two learning algorithms 
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already coded into the model:  Variable Order Markov and Look-Up Table.  Predictions 
by the agent happen continuously as percepts are received and said predictions build 
upon each other.  This is because the agent learns more about the environment as each 
percept is received.  The actual learning process of the agent differs based on both the 
percept sequence it has received and which prediction algorithm is being implemented. 
Each learning algorithm is effective in their prediction capabilities.  Both models 
have parameters that can be manipulated to alter prediction capabilities.  The Variable 
Order Markov Model can be utilized with different search depths and the Look-Up Table 
model can be manipulated with different relevant percept time thresholds.  Altering these 
parameters will change the prediction probability distributions for each percept. 
This research study will address relationships between percept sequences, 
different learning algorithms, their parameters, and prediction probabilities.  The analysis 
of these relationships will attempt to find the best combination of agent parameters to 
maximize prediction probability and determine what factors have the greatest impact on 
how the agent makes its predictions.   
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
This thesis attempts to address how a particular agent learns in a complex 
stochastic environment.  The primary question to be answered is how different 
parameters and prediction algorithms impact the agent’s ability to make predictions.  
Along these lines, what parameters have the biggest impact on prediction of different 
percept types?  Are there ways to improve the algorithm in order to advance the agent’s 
learning process?  These are the questions this thesis will attempt to answer. 
C. TECHNICAL APPROACH 
After first conducting a review of literature on intelligent software agents and 
various prediction techniques and algorithms, research will primarily focus on a statistical 
analysis of data collected while testing the different prediction algorithms.  Using a server 
cluster, numerous percepts files of different sizes will be created to be used in the test 
runs.  These percept files will be used in testing the agent’s prediction capabilities in both 
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numerous different test runs will follow, consisting of an analysis of variance and 
comparisons between varying parameters.  This statistical analysis will allow for 
comparison of data within the Variable Order Markov and Look-Up Table models, as 
well as comparison to each other. 
D. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
CHAPTER I:  Introduction:  This chapter discusses the problem as well as 
a general background on intelligent agents.  The problem addresses the purpose of 
research and a basic introduction to the research methodology.   
CHAPTER II: Literature Review:  This chapter summarizes literature on 
artificial intelligence and intelligent agents.  The review will focus on three distinct 
components beginning with a summary of how the intelligent agents learn in complex 
stochastic environments.  Then, a variety of prediction techniques and algorithms, such as 
compression or prediction by partial match, will be reviewed.  Finally, a brief summary 
of previous research on the system being studied itself will be presented. 
CHAPTER III: Application of Variable Order Markov Models to Mental 
Simulation:  This chapter describes the variable order Markov model used by the agent 
for prediction.  The chapter will focus primarily on how general Markov techniques can 
be applied as a reinforcement learning method. 
CHAPTER IV: Research Methodology:  This chapter provides an in-depth 
description of how research was conducted.   
CHAPTER V: Data Analysis:  This chapter presents charts and graphs 
showing the relationships between different parameters and prediction probabilities.  The 
analysis will show where and how improvements in the algorithm’s prediction can be 
made. 
CHAPTER VI: Conclusions and Recommendations:  This chapter provides 
a conclusion for the study as well as recommendations of areas for future research. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter consists of summaries of academic concepts used in this study as 
well as previous research and applications.  The chapter will cover the concept of 
intelligent agents, the application of different prediction algorithms, the military 
application of event prediction, and the statistical techniques used for analysis. 
A. INTELLIGENT AGENTS 
The primary artificial intelligence used by the predicting agent is the concept of 
reinforcement learning.  Reinforcement learning, in its simplest sense, consists of an 
agent learning its environment by recognizing percepts and by maximizing rewards or 
utilities.  Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto, in their book Reinforcement Learning: An 
Introduction, further describe a reinforcement learning system of being comprised of four 
components.  First, a policy, usually consisting of a function or lookup table, defines the 
learning agent’s behavior in response to stimuli.  Next, a reward function defines the goal 
of the agent by identifying and quantifying good and bad events in the environment.  The 
value function, the third component, differs from the reward function in that it analyzes 
the long run of the model.  The value function calculates the total amount of rewards that 
can be collected over the run of the model beginning in its current state.  Finally, the 
fourth component of a reinforcement learning system is the model of the environment, 
which allows the agent to predict the next state.  [3] 
One primary issue arising in reinforcement learning is the exploit versus explore 
problem.  This problem comes from the fact that the reward function and value function 
will not always have the same goals.  The theory of exploitation states that the agent 
should attempt to maximize the utility of each individual action it takes.  That is, the 
agent should always take the action with the highest utility without regard to future steps.  
Exploration theory contrasts instantaneous utility of exploitation.  In particular, an agent 
could attain better long-term utility by choosing a negative action and “exploring” the 
environment rather than choosing a positive utility action.  The agent must maintain a 
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balance of positive utility actions and exploration, because exploration could lead to 
learning the environment more efficiently and to more positive actions in the future.  [3] 
B. PREDICTION ALGORITHMS 
The paper, On Prediction Using Variable Order Markov Models, by Ron 
Regleiter, Ran El-Yaniv, and Golan Yona, examines in detail different prediction 
algorithms utilizing Variable Order Markov Models.  The six algorithms explored are 
Lempel-Ziv 78, LZ-MS, an improved version of Lempel-Ziv, Prediction by Partial 
Match, Context Tree Weighting, Context Tree Weighting for Multi-Alphabets, and 
Probabilistic Suffix Trees.  Each of these algorithms made predictions on sequences of 
proteins, English text, and musical notes, with prediction quality measured as the average 
log-loss similarly to lossless compression.  [4] 
Lempel-Ziv 78 is based on a popular compression algorithm consisting of both a 
learning and prediction phase.  The algorithm first parses the sequence into adjacent 
“phrases” and composes a “dictionary” of all distinct phrases that have been parsed.  
Then, the learning phase constructs a tree and maintains counters for each node of the 
tree.  Additionally, an internal node is maintained equaling the sum of the nodes on that 
branch.  Upon completion of the learning phase, the prediction phase navigates the tree 
until reaching the condition of the conditional probability, and the probability is equal to 
the counter of the node divided by the internal counter.  The idea behind LZ-MS is to 
implement “input shifting” and “back-shift parsing” to mine more phrases from the 
training sequence, allowing for more accurate predictions.  [4] 
The Prediction by Partial Match algorithm operates similarly to the Lempel-Ziv 
78 algorithm in that it learns and predicts using a tree structure, but Prediction by Partial 
Match incorporates an escape and an exclusion mechanism which reduce the observed 
sequence at each step, thereby making prediction more accurate.  The escape mechanism 
gives a probability of escape for symbols not appearing after the training sequence and 
distributes the remaining probability mass to all other symbols that do appear after the 
sequence.  Then, exclusion uses the escape mechanism in that it will ignore the symbols 
which do not follow the sequence, and thus reduce the observed alphabet.  Additionally, 
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Prediction by Partial Match differs from Lempel-Ziv 78 in that it has an upper bound on 
the maximum order of the Variable Order Markov Model it constructs.  [4] 
Context Tree Weighting and Context Tree Weighting for Multi-Alphabets are 
basically the same algorithm, just utilized differently depending on the sequence being 
predicted.  The general idea behind Context Tree Weighting is to construct numerous 
different “tree sources” from randomly generating sequences when given the initial state.  
Then, the Context Tree Weighting prediction becomes a mixture of all the tree sources, as 
it is a summation of each probability with a weighting given to it.  Furthermore, the idea 
is to simply construct tree paths occurring in the training sequence, and then estimate 
probabilities for other paths.  [4] 
The Probabilistic Suffix Tree attempts to construct the single best Variable Order 
Markov Model on the given training sequence.  This is done by constructing a tree 
consisting of unique sequences from each node to the root of the tree, then the 
Probabilistic Suffix Tree algorithm builds the best tree and calculates the conditional 
probabilities based on the frequency count.  A unique aspect of the probabilities is that to 
be meaningful the probability must exceed some user-defined threshold.  This minimum 
threshold is assigned to nodes with a frequency count probability of zero.  [4] 
The results of this study found that different algorithms had better performance 
for different tasks.  Using average log-loss as a measure found that popular lossless 
compression algorithms, Prediction by Partial Match and Context Tree Weighting were 
superior in their prediction.  However, for the “winner-takes-all” protein classification 
portion, the modified Lempel-Ziv 78 LZ-MS algorithm proved to be the best predictor. 
[4] 
Another learning algorithm being studied is the concept of Schema Learning.  
Michael Holmes and Charles Isbell, Jr., in their paper Schema Learning:  Experience-
Based Construction of Predictive Action Models, discuss how Schema Learning can be 
applied to a speech modeling task.  Essentially, Schema Learning can be simplified to a 
model that sees some action in a certain situation then correctly predict the result from 
this combination.  The schema consists of a specified set of “sensors” which can perceive 
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the models actions.  Schema Learning is composed of two distinct phases, discovery and 
refinement.  In the discovery phase, the model sensors develop the action/result 
relationships simply by observing.  Then, in the refinement phrase, contexts, or sensor 
conditions, are added to the model which increases reliability of prediction, the measure 
of learning quality.  This algorithm was tested against recordings of Japanese speakers 
saying vowel phrases and resulted in a significant improvement in predictions during the 
refinement phase when contexts were added to the model.  [5] 
C. MILITARY APPLICATION 
A paper by Dietmar Kunde and Christian Darken, titled A Mental Simulation-
Based Decision-Making Architecture Applied to Ground Combat, describes a method 
with which mental simulation and event prediction can be applied in a realistic military 
setting.  The study developed a decision-making framework used for event prediction in a 
target acquiring process.  In the model, a team of blue tanks uses learned knowledge 
relating to its environment, such as number of targets, visibility, and terrain data, to make 
decisions regarding the best time to fire at the opposition.  The model was built consisting 
of four components:  the simulation environment, situational awareness, the mental 
simulator, and the decision component.  The simulation environment is self-explanatory, 
as it consists of the battlefield upon which the simulation is taking place.  Built upon the 
simulation environment, the situational awareness component generates the current state 
around the blue tanks by estimating information about terrain and the enemy.  The mental 
simulator takes the knowledge it has gained from previous situations and makes 
predictions on future events and outcomes in the battle.  Finally, the decision component 
takes the prediction of the likely next event, the expected future terrain, and a loss 
assessment prediction for both sides and makes the decision whether to fire or not.  This 
decision component is designed as a context tree, where the nodes are processed down 
until a “fire” or “hold fire” node is reached.  Additionally, a threat assessment to the blue 
tanks is performed at each node.  The study results indicate the model’s performance was 
consistent with humans performing the same task.  This shows the potential for intelligent 
agent use in event prediction in military applications.  [6] 
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D. STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 
In analyzing the data collected in this study, the primary statistical technique used 
is a multiple least squares linear regression.  In their book, Stats, Data, and Models, 
Richard De Veaux, Paul Velleman, and David Bock define multiple least squares 
regression as “a linear regression with two or more predictors whose coefficients 
minimize the sum of the squared residuals.”  This linear regression then can test an 
analysis of variance, t-ratios, and R square values to determine the impact of the 
regression parameters.  [7] 
An analysis of variance tests the hypothesis that the regression model provides no 
improvement over a simple model of the mean.  This is tested using an F-ratio, and if the 
null hypothesis is not rejected the individual coefficients can be looked at with t-ratios.  
These t-ratios test the hypothesis that the true value of the coefficient is zero, and thus 
having no impact on the model.  T-ratios show whether each individual parameter 
contributes to the regression.  Finally, the R square value determines the percentage of 
error in the model that can be contributed to the model parameters and the percentage 
coming from random error.  All of these statistics together paint the picture of how and 
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III. VARIABLE ORDER MARKOV MODELS 
Variable Order Markov Models are an important and extensively used type of 
model with numerous application areas such as data compression, identification of DNA 
sequences, and music composition.  The general concept of Variable Order Markov 
Models, as with all Markov models, is to generate a conditional probability distribution 
with which to predict the next state of the environment given the present environment 
state.   
A. VARIABLE ORDER MARKOV MODELS VERSUS FIXED ORDER 
MARKOV MODELS 
The easiest way to examine the differences between Variable Order Markov 
Models and Fixed Order Markov Models is with an example contrasting the two.  In this 
example, each Markov model will create a probability distribution predicting the next 
character in a character sequence.  Consider an infinite sequence of the subsequence xxyz, 
i.e., xxyzxxyzxxyzxxyz…xxyz.  A Fixed Order Markov Model of order one must estimate 
nine conditional probabilities for the probability distribution with one character, the 
current state, as the condition.  This model has the following probability distribution for 
constructing the string:  {Pr(x | x), Pr(x | y), Pr(x | z), Pr(y | x), Pr(y | y), Pr(y | z),  
Pr(z | x), Pr(z | y), Pr(z | z)}.  Similarly, a Fixed Order Markov Model of order two has 27 
conditional probabilities in its distribution with two characters as the current state.  The 
distribution will have probabilities of the form Pr(x | xy) or Pr(y | zz).  A Fixed Order 
Markov Model of order three follows the same pattern, but produces 81 conditional 
probabilities in the distribution.  The prediction model will estimate the probability 
distribution based on the fixed order and what has been observed in the environment.  If a 
first order model has observed two subsequences, xxyzxxyz, its probability distribution to 
predict the next character will be, {Pr(x | z) = 1.0, Pr(y | z) = 0.0, Pr(z | z) = 0.0}, because 
the model has only seen an ‘x’ character follow a ‘z.’   
So, it is easily seen that the amount of data needed to estimate the probability 
distributions in fixed higher order models increases exponentially, meaning there will 
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rarely be enough data for the calculations.  For instance, in the above case all 81 three 
letter sequences would need to have been seen at least once to even begin to accurately 
estimate the conditional probability distribution.  Contrasting the Fixed Order Markov 
Model, the Variable Order Markov Model of maximum order two can construct the string 
using only four conditional probabilities:  {Pr(x | yz) = 1.0, Pr(y | xx) = 1.0,  
Pr(z | y) = 1.0, Pr(x | z) = 1.0}.  The maximum order in the Variable Order Markov 
Model is the model’s maximum search depth, but as seen in the example above there is 
order flexibility.  This is observed by the combination of first and second order models in 
the probability distribution.  In selecting an order to use, the model chooses the maximum 
order that will fit, but maintains flexibility to choose lower orders.  Order flexibility 
greatly reduces the amount of data needed for accurate estimates of the probability 
distribution.  In addition to this, computational speed is increased due to the model being 
constructed as a context tree. 
A context tree easily shows the model’s distribution at each possible depth, as 
each node contains a distribution of possibilities, such as a distribution of possible letters 
in the above example.  The depth of the node in the tree equates to the order of the 
Variable Order Markov Model.  Zero depth, or order, corresponds to the unconditional 
distribution of all possibilities.  A depth of one is the normal Markov model, which takes 
into account the most recent environment state when making predictions.  Figure 1 below 
shows a context tree of maximum depth two of the xxyzxxyzxxyz…xxyz string.  Each 
branch of the tree represents the recent environment states the model is taking into 
account, while each node represents the distribution of possible characters.  Thus, if the 
model is taking into account that the last state was ‘x,’ the two characters it can predict 
might come next are ‘x’ and ‘y,’ each with a probability of 0.5.  Then, at the order two 
nodes, the two most recent characters are taken into account.  For example, the character 
sequence of ‘zx’ leads to a prediction probability of 1.0 that the next character is ‘x.’  
Each branch of the tree terminates when it reaches a node with only one possible 
character, meaning it will be predicted 100 percent of the time.  Figure 1, though, shows 
the full context tree with maximum depth of two to show the redundancy of extending 
branches that have already reached a terminal state. 
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Figure 1.   Context Tree with Maximum Depth of Two. 
 
So, the two primary characteristics of Variable Order Markov Models, order 
flexibility and context trees, allow for a much more accommodating model than Fixed 
Order Markov.  Therefore it is an exceptional method for prediction of our perceptual 
model. 
B. VARIABLE ORDER MARKOV MODEL FOR PERCEPT PREDICTION 
Percept prediction benefited greatly from the flexibility of the Variable Order 
Markov Model and the model was able to process and make predictions on files 
containing hundreds of thousands of percepts.   
There are three key components in the Variable Order Markov Model for percept 
prediction:  the releventL array, the predicted array, and the match depth.  The relevantL 
array keeps track of the recent environment state in the model and contains the last ‘n’ 
percepts that have been processed, where ‘n’ is the maximum order of the model.  This 
percept array is the primary factor used for prediction in the conditional probability 
distribution, which is represented as the predicted array.  The prediction array can range 
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from the unconditional probability distribution, where all previous percepts that have 
been processed are predicted with equal probability, to a single precept with probability 
1.0.  If the correct next percept is present in the predicted array, the model gets credit for 
whatever fraction said percept was given in the probability distribution.  For example, if 
the predicted array contains 10 percepts each with equal likelihood and one of the 
percepts is correct, the model receives credit for 0.1 for the correct percept predicted.  
Finally, the match depth describes how the context tree was used to make the predictions 
by describing which orders, or depths, the relevant percepts match the percepts that have 
already been processed by the model.  That is, how many and what size sequences of 












IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This chapter will describe the technical approach and techniques used in 
conducting this research, focusing on server clusters, simple scripts, percept generation, 
after action review, and summary files. 
A. SERVER CLUSTERS 
Conducting research consisted primarily of many runs of different Python-
language programs.  These experiments, though, required much more computing power 
than a basic desktop computer could provide.  Thus, four Naval Postgraduate School 
servers, Boreus, Eurus, Zephyr, and Notus, in a computing grid, were utilized.  Over the 
course of conducting research, the Notus server went down for repairs, so only three 
servers were used thereafter. 
Accessing the computing grid consisting of the three servers required a secure 
connection, so before any processes were undertaken a secure shell needed to be set up.  
Setting up the secure shell would then allow the use of an ssh-agent to allow 
communication to all three servers at the same time from a remote source.  This was a 
relatively simple process that only required putting a public-key in a file on each server to 
allow for authentication. 
With a secure connection between the remote source and the server cluster, 
numerous processes could be done simultaneously, allowing for a greater amount of data 
being collected.  The inter-connection of the computing grid allowed the ssh-agent to use 
a simple script to dispatch different jobs to each of the three servers simultaneously.  
Because the servers were connected and accessed through the same secure connection 
they could communicate to each other and work together to accomplish a task. 
B. SIMPLE SCRIPTS 
With the secure connection established and the servers working together, the next 
step was to utilize a script to dispatch jobs to each server when they were not busy with 
another task.  The script was primarily used for conducting the “after-action review” (to 
be discussed below) with different sets of parameters.  The script used was just a very 
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short Python program designed to accomplish a few tasks at a time.  Basically, the script 
only consists of the host servers and a list of the jobs to be accomplished.  Each job 
includes all of the files needed to complete the task as well as the files to be collected as 
output.  The script simply goes down the list of jobs and dispatches them to a server if it 
is available for a task.   
The foremost benefit of the script is that several tasks can be accomplished at one 
time with only one line typed into the command line.  Since each task could be quite time 
consuming, the script allowed more data to be collected with less time actually spent at 
the remote source.  In addition, all of the output files were collected on the single server 
from which the script was run, easing the data collection process. 
C. PERCEPT GENERATION 
With the system now optimally set up to collect data, different percepts files must 
be generated, as percepts are what the after-action review uses to make predictions.  
Percepts are reports on the state of the game environment at different times, read as four 
different types:  actions, events, and plus or minus sensations.  Action percepts 
correspond to actions the player or other characters take, such as moving in a particular 
direction or picking up some object.  Events typically correspond to a particular action, 
for example going in the direction of the action or the event of dropping an object.  Plus 
and minus sensations are related to what is in the player’s presence at some time.  For 
example, when the player “Spock” enters “Paperville,” a plus sensation is received, 
giving Spock’s location as Paperville.  Then, when Spock moves in some direction, a 
minus sensation is received as he leaves the location.  These percepts reflect the state of 
the environment at all times, since every event, action, or sensation is accompanied by a 
time stamp. 
In order to generate these percept files, two things must happen.  First, the game 
environment must be set up for the player to maneuver through and take actions.  But, in 
order to analyze the agent’s prediction capabilities, numerous percept files of different 
sizes are needed.  So, once the game environment is set up, a second agent is needed to 
travel through the environment taking random actions and recording the state of the 
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game.  This agent bypassed the otherwise tedious task of having to take and record 
thousands of actions, on which the learning algorithms could then make predictions. 
Both of these actions were fairly simple, though, as we already had programs in 
place to perform these functions.  Implementing the two programs was done in the 
background of the servers with minimal processing so the servers could also perform 
other tasks while the percept files were being generated.  The first program, mudserver, 
set up the game environment for the agent to wander through.  Then, the agent program, 
with parameters for the agent, to both take actions and write the percepts it receives to a 
separate file.  These two programs ran in tandem for various lengths of times to generate 
percept files of different sizes.  The most commonly used run was one of 24 hours, 
generating percept files of approximately 115,000 percepts, but various other durations 
were used to generate files from 3,000 to 485,000 percepts. 
D. AFTER-ACTION REVIEW 
The bulk of work went into the after-action review program, where the offline 
learning agent makes predictions based on the percept file it is given.  In addition to a 
percept file, the after-action review requires two parameters, a learning model and the 
learning model’s constraint.  The two learning algorithms analyzed in this study were the 
Variable Order Markov Model, with a constraint of model order, and the Look-Up Table 
Model, with a constraint of time.  With each learning algorithm, the basic goal of the 
review is to process each percept one at a time and learn to predict what the next percept 
will be as the agent progresses through the file.  Each learning model, though, learns and 
makes its predictions in a different way. 
The variable order Markov model, described in detail in Chapter III, bases its 
prediction on two main factors:  relevant percepts and search depth.  Relevant percepts 
completely depend on the model’s order parameter.  The relevant percept array keeps 
track of the last ‘n’ percepts that have been processed, regardless of percept type, where 
‘n’ is the order used in the model.  For example, if the model uses a Markov search depth 
of five, the previous five percepts that have been processed are kept in the relevant 
percept array.  In the variable order Markov model, the relevant percept array is given the 
highest weight within the agent making its predictions. 
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Search depth is another factor directly related to the model’s order parameter.  
The search depth is the maximum depth the Markov model will search through prediction 
possibilities, meaning with an order of five the algorithm will attempt find a prediction 
match at orders one, two, three, four, and five.  Taking into account the sensation array, 
the Markov model searches the relevant percepts up to its maximum order and generates 
a prediction probability distribution in an attempt to correctly predict the next percept in 
the sequence.   
The Look-Up Table Model uses a somewhat similar algorithm to the Variable 
Order Markov Model, but it uses different parameters and places higher emphasis on 
different things.  First, the parameter for the Look-Up Table is time, a recency threshold 
on both percepts and sensations.  For example, using the look-up table model for 
prediction with a time parameter of 0.1 seconds creates a sensation array of all plus 
percepts that have been seen in the last 0.1 seconds (without a corresponding minus 
percept) as well as a relevant percept array of all percepts seen in the last 0.1 seconds.  
The agent then attempts to exactly match these arrays to patterns that have already been 
seen in the percepts that have been processed, or percepts that are already in the look-up 
table.   Making predictions with the look-up table algorithm consists of again creating a 
probability distribution of possible percepts based on these two arrays. 
Both the variable order Markov model and the look-up table model keep a 
running tally of the average prediction probability as predictions are made about each 
subsequent percept.  Though the models make their predictions based on different factors, 
each model calculates its average prediction probability the same way.  If the next 
percept is correctly predicted in the probability distribution, the average prediction 
probability gets credit for whatever fraction of the distribution that percept had.  For 
example, the look-up table predicts the following probability distribution:  [(['feistyE', 
'spock86'], 0.33333333333333331), (['tiredE', 'spock86'], 0.66666666666666663)].  The 
actual next percept is ['E', 'feisty', 'spock86'], so the average prediction probability gets 
0.33333333333333331 factored in to the average. 
Conducting research with the after-action review consisted of numerous trials 
using many different percept files and many different parameters.  To analyze the impact 
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of the number of percepts on prediction probability, percept files ranging from 1,000 to 
485,000 percepts were used.  The primary analysis, though, consisted of 15 different 
percept files of approximately 120,000 percepts each.  These files were then tested using 
the Variable Order Markov Model with orders two through fifteen as well as with the 
Look-Up Table Model using parameters 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 
seconds respectively.  Each run of the after-action review produced an output file which 
could then be further analyzed using a different program. 
E. SUMMARY FILES 
After completing the after-action review, each output file was analyzed further 
with a summary program.  The summary program is very basic, as it collects information 
from the after-action review output file and presents it so as to make it easier to analyze.  
The information presented in the summary files includes average prediction probability 
for all percepts and the following information for each individual percept seen and 
aggregates of each percept type:  number of occurrences, average prediction probability, 
error (one minus average prediction probability multiplied by the number of 
occurrences), average prediction probability over the last 100 occurrences, and number of 
times a prediction probability of zero occurred in the last 100 occurrences.  This 
information was then used for further analysis as covered in Chapter V. 
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V. DATA ANALYSIS 
This chapter provides an in-depth look at the data collected via charts, graphs, and 
a statistical analysis.  The analysis will focus on the relationship between both the order, 
used in the Variable Order Markov Model, or time threshold, used in the Look-Up Table 
Model, and the number of percepts on the average prediction probability.  The statistical 
analysis of both the Variable Order Markov Model and the Look-Up Table Model consist 
primarily of a multiple factor linear regression and an analysis of variance between the 
same factors. 
A. VARIABLE ORDER MARKOV MODEL 
This analysis primarily examines 15 randomly generated percept files of similar 
size, ranging from approximately 105,000 to approximately 135,000 percepts.  Each of 
these files was then run through the after-action review program with maximum model 
orders of two through fifteen.  Furthermore, the data from the summary files, an example 
of which is seen below in Figure 2, were then compiled into spreadsheets and graphs. 
 
 
Figure 2.   Variable Order Markov Model Summary File 
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1. Average Prediction Probability versus Model Order 
The results of the 210 trials of the Variable Order Markov Model indicate that 
average prediction probability increases in a logarithmic fashion with respect to increased 
maximum order.  All 15 trials at each order produced similar results indicating that the 
increased information provided to the model by higher maximum order led to better 
prediction capability. 
Figure 3.   Average Prediction Probability versus Maximum Order 
 
Figure 3 above shows the overall average prediction probability at each order for 
each of the 15 trials.  The probabilities range from the minimum of approximately 0.50 to 
the maximum of approximately 0.61.  Thus, Figure 3 illustrates the logarithmic nature of 
the increase in average prediction probability up to the apparent asymptote of 0.61.  In 
addition, the small variation within the 15 trials at each order is also seen, with a 
maximum variation of one and a half percent at any given order.   
Figure 3 also illustrates the significant growth in average prediction probability 
with an increase of one in maximum order up until order seven, where increases in 
average prediction probability become insignificant.  After maximum order seven is 
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reached, the increase in average prediction probability from any single difference of order 
one ranges from one quarter to one one-hundredth of one percent.   
These findings are significant because they show how maximum order affects the 
model and how the model learns to predict.  First and foremost, these results show that 
the Variable Order Markov Model achieves better prediction with more information.  
This fact is intuitive, as the model needs to know about its environment in order to make 
predictions about it.  The maximum order determines the number of percepts in the 
relevant percept array, so clearly the higher order model can use more information about 
its environment for each prediction.  Particularly, the higher order model incorporates 
more sensation percepts in its relevant percept array, which allows the model to make 
more correct ‘-‘ percept predictions.  This can be seen in the 31-percent increase in 
average prediction probability from order two to order eight in Figure 4 below. 
Figure 4.    ‘-‘ Percept Average Prediction Probability versus Maximum Order 
 
What this does not address, though, is why increases in maximum order past order 
seven result in insignificant increases in average prediction probability.  This fact is 
related not only to the information contained in the relevant percept list, but also the 
match depth of the model.  Seemingly, the extra information given by higher orders 
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would always lead to better prediction probabilities.  This is deceiving, though, because 
although higher order will always give more percepts, these percepts may not always be 
relevant.  For instance, when the ‘go’ action is taken, Spock moves to a completely new 
environment.  Thus, if the maximum order is 10, the relevant percept array will contain 
nine percepts that really are not relevant at all.  The model will be making its prediction 
primarily based on an environment in which it is no longer present.  In addition to this, 
higher maximum order has diminishing returns in the match depth.  Rarely does the 
model encounter situations in which the same 10 percepts were seen in a row in the same 
order, let alone the same 15 percepts.  No matter what the maximum order is, the model 
always finds matches in the context tree at low orders, such as one, two, or three.  The 
difference between any two successive orders is constantly diminishing, as matches in the 
context tree at the maximum order and one less than the maximum order sum to the 
matches in the context tree at the maximum order of the previous model.  For example, in 
going from an order 10 model to an order 11 model, the context tree matches at the order 
10 model’s maximum order are equal to the matches at order 10 and 11 in the order 11 
model.  Some of depth 10 matches will match one more branch down to depth 11, but 
many will not.  So, with each successive increase in order the match depths in the context 
tree diminish, meaning improvements will still be seen in the average prediction 
probability, but the increases will be continually smaller.   
The other significant fact seen in the comparison between average prediction 
probability and maximum order comes from the small variation in all of the data groups.  
Particularly, the low variation in each aspect of the model shows the consistency in how 
the model makes predictions on the random percept files.  This shows the reliability of 
the model and that it is not simply making random predictions and getting lucky. 
2. Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts 
In addition to the maximum model order, the number of percepts on which the 
model is making predictions also impacts the average prediction probability.  This fact 
should again be intuitive, as analyzing more percepts means the model sees the same 
environment situations more often.  When the model sees and learns situations in the 
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environment, the context tree can make more matches and matches at greater depths, 
leading to an increase in the model’s prediction capabilities.   
Figure 5.   Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts for Orders Five, 
Seven, and Ten 
 
Figure 5 shows the average prediction probabilities of the same 15 percept files 
mentioned above as well as random files ranging from 1,000 to 75,000 percepts and a 
large file containing 484,000 percepts.  Each of the file’s average prediction probabilities 
are shown at orders five, seven, and ten.  The increases in average prediction probability 
again increase roughly logarithmically with respect to the increase in the number of 
percepts.  The graph also shows increases in the number of percepts analyzed decreases 
the diminishing returns aspect of increases in order.  At the 1,000 percept level, there is 
no difference in the average prediction probabilities of orders five, seven, and ten, while 
at the 100,000 percept level there is only a total difference of one and a half percent 
between order five and ten.  Contrastingly, the difference between order five and ten on 
the 484,000 percept trial is two and a half percent due to more percepts leading to 
increased and greater depth context tree matches. 
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Comparing average prediction probability to the number of percepts analyzed also 
provides further evidence to the consistency of the prediction model.  Figure 6 below 
shows the average prediction probabilities for orders two, three, four, five, seven, and ten 
for the 15 percept files.  The distributions of each order have identical patterns at 
different average prediction probabilities, illustrating the reliability of the model. 
 
Figure 6.   15 Trial Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts 
 
 
3. Statistical Analysis 
While the graphs above provide significant insight into predictions made by the 
model, a statistical analysis provides further information as to how the predictions are 
made and how important certain factors are.  This statistical analysis is a multiple linear 
regression, consisting of a plot of average probability predicted by the model, leverage 
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plots of order and number of percepts versus average prediction probability, a summary 
of fit of the model, an analysis of variance, parameter estimates, and an effects test of 











Figure 7.   Actual versus Predicted Average Prediction Probability 
 
Term Estimate Standard Error 
Intercept 0.4936323 0.004105 
Order 0.0042562 0.000378 
Number of Percepts 0.0000003985 0.0000000247 
Table 1.   Parameter Estimates for Line of Best Fit of Model 
 
Figure 7 above shows a plot of the actual average prediction probability versus 
the average predicted by the statistical model for all Variable Order Markov Model trials.  
Each point on the plot represents the average prediction probability for one trial, and the 
x-coordinate of that point represents average probability that the model predicts based on 
model order and the number of percepts.  The solid red line is the model’s line of best fit, 
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constructed from the parameter estimates in Table 1.  Basically, this line is compared to 
the dashed blue line, the overall mean of the average prediction probabilities, to 
determine which line fits the model better.  The dashed red lines are confidence curves 
for the line of fit, and by intersecting the overall mean of the model, the confidence 
curves indicate the test of fit is significant with 95 percent confidence. 
Whereas Figure 7 displays the model taking into account both order and the 
number of percepts, Figures 8 and 9 show simple plots of average prediction probability 
versus order and average prediction probability versus number of percepts respectively.  
Both these figures have the same components as Figure 7, line of fit, mean average 
prediction probability, and confidence curves, but the effect of both order and number of 
percepts are separated.  Figure 8 indicates a positive correlation between average 
prediction probability and model order, as well as order being a significant factor with 95 
percent confidence.  Figure 9 indicates both of the same things for number of percepts. 
 
 
Figure 8.   Average Prediction Probability versus Order with Line of Fit 
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Figure 9.   Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts 
 
The summary of fit of the model, shown below in Table 2, provides numerical 
summaries describing the fit of the model.  RSquare estimates whether variation in the 
model comes from parameters or random error.  A RSquare of zero indicates the model 
fits no better than the overall mean, while a RSquare of one means a perfect fit.  The 
RSquare of this model estimates that 58 percent of the variation around the mean can be 
attributed to either order or the number of percepts rather than random error.  This 
number clearly provides further proof that order and number of percepts have an impact 
on average prediction probability, though there is still plenty of random error present.  
Adjusted RSquare describes the same information, but calculation of adjusted RSquare 
takes into account the degrees of freedom of the model and its parameters, making it 
more comparable with models having different numbers of parameters.  The root mean 
square error estimates the standard deviation of random error present in the model.  This 
model’s low root mean square error further displays the relative lack of variation in the 




RSquare Adjusted 0.577821 
Root Mean Square Error 0.026665 
Mean of Response 0.56676 
Observations 299 
Table 2.   Summary of Fit Data for the Model 
 
The analysis of variance of the model, shown below in Table 3, further 
demonstrates that the parameters order and number of percepts have an impact on 
average prediction probability and that the model constructed from the Variable Order 
Markov Model data fits better than the simple mean average prediction probability 
model.  The key statistic in the analysis of variance is the F-ratio, which is used to test the 
hypothesis that all the regression parameters in the line of fit are equal to zero.  In Table 
3, the large F-ratio and related probability indicate that there is almost no chance of 
obtaining a larger F-ratio solely by chance.  The fact that the probability is less than 
0.0001 means there is evidence that there is at least one significant regression parameter 
in the model, meaning there is evidence that order and/or number of percepts has a 











204.930522 < 0.0001 
Error 296 0.2104578
 
0.00071101   
Total 298 0.50187151    
Table 3.   Analysis of Variance for Variable Order Markov Model 
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Finally, the multiple regression statistical analysis provides an effects test to 
analyze the impact of order and the number of percepts separately.  The effects test again 
uses an F-ratio to test the hypothesis of each parameter being zero.  Once again, as seen 
in Table 4, both order and number of percepts have large F-ratios, providing sufficient 
evidence that both have a strong impact on average prediction probability.  The 
interesting aspect of the effects test, though, is that the number of percepts has a higher F-
ratio than order, indicating that the number of percepts being analyzed has a bigger 
impact than order.  This is due to the fact that differences in average prediction 
probability with respect to order differ only by small amounts when compared between 
similar numbers of percepts.  Specifically, with a very low number of percepts, there is 
absolutely no difference in average prediction probability when order charges.  Since 
these averages are much lower than the majority of trials, number of percepts appears to 
have a slightly greater impact than it really does, though both F-ratios are clearly high 
enough to provide evidence of significance for both order and number of percepts even 
without this effect. 
 




F-ratio Probability > 
F 
Order 1 0.0900259 126.617626 < 0.0001 
Number of 
Percepts 
1 0.18493996 260.110237 < 0.0001 
Table 4.   Effect Test Table for Variable Order Markov Model 
 
B. LOOK-UP TABLE MODEL 
The analysis of the Look-Up Table Model was done the same way as the Variable 
Order Markov Model, but with recency time threshold substituted as a parameter for 
order.  The same 15 percept files subject to the after-action review with each of the time 
thresholds in the following set:  {0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0}.  Once 
again, summary files were compiled into spreadsheets. 
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1. Average Prediction Probability versus Time Threshold 
Intuitively, one would assume the Look-Up Table Model works similarly to the 
Variable Order Markov Model and that average prediction probability improves with 
increased recency threshold, as the model is given more information with a larger time 
threshold.  In fact, though, the opposite was found to be true.  Prediction is done by the 
Look-Up Table Model using an exact matching technique, meaning the agent attempts to 
match exact patterns of percepts to ones that have already been seen.  The algorithm 
looks for matches in both the sensation and relevant percept array which are made up of 
all sensations or percepts that have occurred in the environment within the last ‘t’ 
seconds, where ‘t’ is the recency time threshold.  In addition, the Look-Up Table Model 
must match all percepts more recent than the time threshold, not just some percepts like 
the Variable Order Markov Model can.  Clearly, since the environment consists of 
random actions, exact matches of much longer patterns happen less often.  Therefore, the 
model yields much better average probability predictions with smaller time threshold, as 
seen below in Figure 10.   
Figure 10.   Average Prediction Probability versus Time Threshold 
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The two key characteristics observed in Figure 10 are the quick decline in average 
prediction probability with increased recency time threshold and the differences in 
variation at different thresholds.  With a fast declining average prediction probability, a 
Look-Up Table Model with a time threshold of 20 seconds produces an average 
prediction probability of almost zero.  So, the Look-Up Table Model’s average prediction 
probability does not just decrease with increased time, it plunges.  By comparison, the 
Variable Order Markov Model still has an approximate 50 percent average prediction 
probability at its lowest level.  Additionally, the middle time threshold levels of 2.5, 3.5, 
5.0, and 10.0 seconds show much more variation than the comparable low or high time 
thresholds.  These middle stage models are much more sensitive to chance in exact 
matching.  The low time threshold models contain only a few percepts in each array, thus 
exact matches are found very frequently.  The very high time threshold models, on the 
other hand, rarely find any exact matches as there can be close to 100 percepts in certain 
arrays, so both low and high time thresholds display less variance.  Contrastingly, mid 
time thresholds will find exact matches some of the time, but their medium sized percept 
arrays lead to more variance between trials. 
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Figure 11.   Averages from Low Time Threshold Trials for Eight Percept Files 
 
Despite the decreasing nature of average prediction probability in the Look-Up 
Table Model with increased recency time threshold for percepts, the model does show an 
increase in prediction over a time threshold of zero.  Eight of the 15 percept files were 
analyzed with a recency time threshold of zero seconds and compared with the other 
small time threshold trials, as seen in Figure 11 above.  Figure 11 shows the increase in 
average prediction probability from 0.0 to 0.01, followed by the beginning of the decline. 
It could be expected that with a recency time threshold of zero seconds, no 
predictions could be made about an environment at all, as it should have no information.  
The Look-Up Table Model, though, still displays a reasonably good average prediction 
probability.  This comes from the fact that the Look-Up Table Model bases its predictions 
entirely on recent sensations in its exact matching prediction when there is no time 
threshold for relevant percepts.  In fact, this is easily seen by comparing the average 
prediction probabilities of ‘+’ and ‘-‘ type percepts.  Below, Figure 12 shows the average 
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prediction probability for ‘+’ percepts and Figure 13 shows the average prediction 
probability for ‘-‘ percepts.  In Figure 12, a steep increase is seen in the average 
prediction probability from time threshold 0.0 to time threshold 0.01 because information 
about the environment allows the model to predict when things will be sensed, which ‘+’ 
percepts represent.  But, Figure 13 shows that ‘-‘ percept prediction probability actually 
decreases from time threshold 0.0 to time threshold 0.01.  Since predictions at time 
threshold zero are based solely on sensation, the model will predict ‘-‘ percepts more 
often, since ‘-‘ percepts always correspond to the ‘+’ percepts found in the sensation 
array. 
 














Figure 13.   Average Prediction Probabilities for ‘-‘ Percepts 
 
2. Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts 
Evaluating the Look-Up Table Models average prediction probability against the 
number of percepts once again shows the consistency of the model.  Figure 14 below 
shows each of the averages of each of the 15 trials with seven different time thresholds.  
For the most part, the patterns of each trial at the different time thresholds are nearly 
identical, but with some of the variance describe above seen between the higher threshold 
trials.  Even with this variance, though, the patterns are still very similar.  The lower time 
threshold trials also exhibit almost identical patterns between each trial.  So, the Look-Up 
Table Model displays the same consistency of the Variable Order Markov Model.  In 
addition, the Look-Up Table Model would show the same increase in average prediction 
probability with increased number of percepts seen by the Variable Order Markov Model, 
but trials were not conducted to illustrate this fact. 
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Figure 14.   Average Prediction Probability versus Number of Percepts 
 
3. Statistical Analysis 
As with the Variable Order Markov Model, a multiple linear regression consisting 
of a plot of average probability predicted by the model, leverage plots of time threshold 
and number of percepts versus average prediction probability, a summary of fit of the 
model, an analysis of variance, parameter estimates, and an effects test of time threshold 
and number of percepts provide an in-depth view of the impact parameters on the Look-
Up Table Model.   
Figure 15, pictured below, displays the actual average prediction probability data 
points against the average prediction probability predicted by the model.  The plot factors 
in both the time threshold and the number of percepts in predicting the average prediction 
probability.  This model is constructed from parameter estimates, listed in Table 5, that 
make up the solid red line.  This is compared to the dashed blue line which represents the 
overall mean of all the data in the model to determine which is a better fit of the data.  
The model also includes two dashed red lines indicating a 95 percent confidence interval.  
Since the confidence interval intersects the mean line, it indicates that there is at least one 




Figure 15.   Actual versus Predicted Average Prediction Probability 
 
 
Term Estimate Standard Error 
Intercept 0.51996792 0.06704748 
Time Threshold -0.0307572 0.00079001 
Number of Percepts 0.00000043 0.00000055 
Table 5.   Parameter Estimates for Line of Best Fit of Model 
 
Both Figures 16 and 17 are leverage plots constructed in the same way as Figure 
15, but each only takes into account one parameter at a time.  Each displays the same line 
of best fit, overall model mean, and confidence intervals as the whole model.  In Figure 
16, the data points clearly conform to the line of best fit model much more than the 
overall mean model.  Also, the confidence interval shows that time threshold is a 
significant parameter contributing to average prediction probability at the five percent 
level.  The confidence intervals of the number of percepts leverage plot, on the other 
hand, indicate that the number of percepts does not have an impact on average prediction 
probability at the five percent level because the confidence curve does not cross the 















RSquare Adjusted 0.91369152 
Root Mean Square Error 0.05769179 
Mean of Response 0.43573312 
Observations 144 






Sum of Squares Mean Square F-ratio Probability 
> F 
Model 2 5.04525971 2.52262986 757.923819 < 0.0001 
Error 296 0.46929625 0.00332834   
Total 298 5.51455597    
Table 7.   Analysis of Variance for Look-Up Table Model 
 
The multiple linear regression also produces a summary of fit, seen in Table 6, 
and an analysis of variance, seen in Table 7.  Both summaries support the hypothesis that 
the model parameters, time threshold and number of percepts, have an impact on average 
prediction probability.  In the summary of fit, the key factor is the RSquare term.  Table 6 
indicates that over 91 percent of the variation in the model can be explained by at least 
one of the parameters and not random error.  Additionally, the F-ratio from the analysis 
of variance in Table 7 indicates almost zero probability of both parameters having no 
impact on average prediction probability.  These numbers combine to provide 
overwhelming evidence that at least one parameter has an impact on the model and that 
variance is not being caused completely by random error. 
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Since there is clear evidence of a parameter impacting the model, an effects test 
shows the individual impact of each parameter, similar to the leverage graphs.  Table 8 
lists the individual F-ratios for time threshold and number of percepts and the probability 
of obtaining a higher F-ratio solely from random error.  The results in Table 8 clearly 
indicate that the time threshold has significance, as there is near zero probability of 
obtaining a higher F-ratio.  Number of percepts, though, does not appear significant due 
to the fact that there is almost a 50 percent chance of obtaining a higher F-ratio solely 
from random error.  Statistically, number of percepts fails to be significant at any level up 
to 44 percent.  Therefore, almost all of the impact on variance seen in Tables 6 and 7 
above come from the time threshold and not number of percepts. 
 




F-ratio Probability > 
F 
Time Threshold 1 5.04491709 1515.7447 < 0.0001 
Number of 
Percepts 
1 0.002039 0.61261809 0.43511631 
Table 8.   Effects Test Table for Look-Up Table Model 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
A. CONCLUSION 
The goal of this thesis was to address how a particular intelligent agent learns in a 
complex stochastic environment, and through experimentation and statistical analysis a 
better understanding of two learning algorithms was achieved.   
In analyzing the Variable Order Markov Model, a significant positive correlation 
was found between both order and number of percepts and average prediction 
probability.  An analysis of variance and an effects test yielded very high F-ratios for 
both parameters, indicating each having a strong impact on prediction probability.  This 
statistical analysis of 210 trials also showed that over 58 percent of the model’s variation 
could be attributed to these parameters rather than random error.   
Other discovered aspects of how the Variable Order Markov Model learns 
included a diminishing returns property with respect to increasing order.  Increases in 
maximum model order from order two through seven routinely resulted in statistically 
significant increases in average prediction probability.  But, increases in prediction 
probability were miniscule after order seven and beyond.  In addition, different prediction 
probability patterns were seen between different percept types with increasing order.  The 
‘+’ and ‘-‘ percept types experienced greater growth with increasing order than the ‘E’ 
and ‘A’ percept types since the higher order models incorporated more sensation 
percepts. 
The analysis of the Look-Up Table Model provides similar insight into the 
prediction process.  In this case, statistical analysis showed a negative correlation 
between increasing time threshold and average prediction probability and number of 
percepts was found to have no correlation to average prediction probability in this 
particular case.  But, even with no correlation between number of percepts and average 
prediction probability, statistical analysis yielded a model where the parameters 
explained over 91 percent of the variance.  Also, both analysis of variance and an  
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effects test displayed high F-ratios which further illustrated the large impact that  
time threshold has on average prediction probability.   
Additionally, analysis of the Look-Up Table model demonstrates a difference in 
average prediction probability trends between different percept types.  The ‘-‘ type 
percepts experienced a sharper and much larger drop in average prediction probability 
with increasing time threshold than ‘+,’ ‘E,’ and ‘A’ percepts because the low time 
threshold prediction depends heavily on sensations, due to the recency threshold limiting 
the total number of percepts. 
A comparison of these two learning algorithms shows contrasting styles of 
prediction.  One, the Variable Order Markov Model, produces better prediction 
probability by taking into account more percepts at higher orders, while the Look-Up 
Table Model performs better with lower parameters.  In general, the Variable Order 
Markov Model was found to have better success in prediction with a higher mean of the 
average prediction probabilities taken across all orders, though the Look-Up Table Model 
had better ‘-‘ percept performance since it depended so heavily on sensation.  Thus, 
despite the superior performance of the Variable Order Markov Model, the Look-Up 
Table Model still has some benefit and can be used in prediction.  The statistical analysis 
gave generally better performance numbers to the Look-Up Table Model, but this was 
due to more trials and more differing parameters in the trials of the Variable Order 
Markov Model.  Thus, both algorithms were shown to perform very well as they 
predicted actions in a stochastic environment an average of approximately 60 percent of 
the time with peak performance parameters.   
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following section briefly describes areas deserving further study. 
1. Improving the Learning Algorithms 
One research question going unanswered due to time constraints was how to 
improve the algorithm to improve or accelerate the learning process.  This area provides 
ample opportunity for further research.  The Variable Order Markov Model was found to 
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be a superior model overall, but the Look-Up Table Model was better at certain aspects, 
such as ‘-‘ percept prediction.  Therefore, further research could be conducted to attempt 
to combine aspects from both algorithms and improve overall learning quality. 
2. Application of Learning Algorithms 
With a detailed analysis of each algorithm completed in the environment in which 
it was built, further research could take each algorithm outside its role-playing game 
environment and apply them to real-world scenarios.  These learning algorithms could be 
applied in a military setting, similar to the work done by Dietmar Kunde and Christian 
Darken in their study, “A Mental Simulation-Based Decision-Making Architecture 
Applied to Ground Combat.”  [6] 
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